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The Street Sign and its Stripes

Summary
Manipulating shape, colour and geometry of street signs can be captured in jewellery form. Brooches or neckpieces placed on the body reveal the interplay of jewellery pieces as interpretive – a statement of groupings – the street theatre of street signage when juxtaposing several pieces together in a new context are possibilities. The striping of street signage can be further conveyed in jewellery with industrial quality coloured laminates, steel and acrylic.

Brief Description
Interpreting motifs from their original site and placing them into a new context questions our familiarity with street signage as a cautionary or directional device. In the new context, by situating jewellery on the body, makes the impersonal personal.

My intention is to capture and manipulate the shape, colour and geometry of street signs. Placement on the body of brooches or neckpieces may reveal the interplay of jewellery pieces as interpretive – a statement of groupings – the street theatre of street signage when juxtaposing several pieces together in a new context.

In the landscape, striped cautionary signs are designed to direct our gaze and our path. Abundance and continual exposure lessens impact and so may override the intention of such signs. However, bringing iconic motifs into a jewellery context presents striped street signs for reconsideration. A reinterpretation is made through recontextualising into wearable jewellery and may question our familiarity as a cautionary or directional device.
Proposal

My research will create and explore a recontextualisation of striped street signs, initially cautionary signs. Abstraction may sever the links between the striped sign’s normal environment, resulting in a new artistic expression. The creations of the art jeweller are by definition personal for both the artist and the wearer in positioning on the body. An exploration of perception may be facilitated by an optical illusion created using a 3D technique employed using differing tones of coloured laminates abutting on a flat surface. The intention is to use new materials such as industrial quality coloured laminates, steel and acrylic, to produce the jewellery.

The relationship between large and small is displaced when sculptural forms are lifted from the landscape and represented in a jewellery context. We are presented with the intensity of the miniature and a fresh construct.

Placing iconic motifs into a new context, wearable art jewellery, with abstraction and recontextualisation on the body, may sever links with the striped sign’s normal environment, resulting in a novel translation or transformation.

Research Questions

How can I reinterpret striped street signage through a radical recontextualisation on the body?

How can the techniques of geometry, repetition and 3D effects reinterpret cautionary street signage in jewellery?
Rationale

Titled, ‘Jewellery as a fine art practice’, Jivan Astfalck suggests, “Jewellery Art has the capacity to deal with complex ideas whose components are derived from simpler images or previous experience, which are then combined in new and unexpected ways. They derive from a shift in the referential status, which takes place in the transition of the image as replicate to the image as fiction. The new combination might have no reference to the previous original from which the image could be directly taken or copied.”

My jewellery will relate to a range of jewellers whose work similarly referenced striped motifs in the landscape. Prolific in the 1960s and 1970s, goldsmiths of note are: Gerd Rothmann whose virtuosity in gold is well known but who also promoted the use of acrylics, as well as Klaus Ullrich and Reinhold Reiling who were key figures in German jewellery and used stripes in their work. Claus Bury’s carefully composed architectural abstractions and goldsmith Fritz Maierhofer explored geometry in the landscape and complemented fine craftsmanship in metals with acrylics in striped format.

To extend the discourse there are precedents in other art disciplines, in particular the work of artists Jeffrey Smart, Albert Tucker and Rosalie Gascoigne who frequently used stripes of street signage and referenced urban iconography. In particular the Australian painter, Jeffrey Smart, uses these motifs in many of his paintings adding to the symmetry of a composition and perhaps locating them to direct our gaze. Smart manipulates their size and perspective in the landscape. By using familiar motifs from everyday life and by careful organisation and sometimes changing context, he manages to raise the mundane into iconic status. Australia painter Albert Tucker used pejorative stripes in clothing in the depiction of prostitutes as well as striped street signs perhaps to add drama to his compositions. For the painter and sculptor, Rosalie Gascoigne, man-made materials intervened in the landscape; she collected discarded signage, often reassembled in a pattern of stripes, which were then re-presented in a lyrical construct.


2 Jeffrey Smart instills the irrational into the glaringly obvious; he sees a wealth of beauty and the unexpected in the most prosaic things that surround us. A junction in a road with a workman carrying a sign is commonplace enough, but lower the viewpoint, raise the horizons and place that figure or sign close to, or on, the horizon line, and a composition of dramatic effect ensues (Edmund Capon) Study for The Arrow Carriers 1978 pencil and watercolour on paper. p.115. Smart, J 2001, Jeffrey Smart: drawings and studies 1942-2001. Australian Art Publishing Pty. Ltd., Vic., Australia.

3 By rescuing decayed soft drink crates or yellow reflector signs, and arranging them into a new kind of order, she discovers a fleeting beauty in these banal items. By implication there is a deeper metaphor to be drawn from all these works.... Life is impoverished by the inability to recognise beauty in even the most humble or decrepit guise.” MacDonald, V 1998, Rosalie Gascoigne, Regaro Pty Ltd., p.7.
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Jewellery that stops traffic

WE ARE looking at a photograph of an unremarkable street in Birmingham and Linda Hughes is pointing out the crooked marker post amid a row of perfectly straight ones. She can speak at length about this picture — what might have happened to the bent post, the colours of its stripes.

She's got hundreds of snaps of similar scenes and even yesterday stopped her car to jump out and photograph road works. It was about eight years ago, she says, that she “discovered” her subject was street signage.

She had been to art school in Britain years earlier, dropped out when she fell in love, had children and then moved to Australia in the early 1980s. After a stint studying sculpture with Matcham Skipper at Montsalvat in the mid-'90s, Hughes began a sculpture course at RMIT before transferring to gold and silversmithing.

So it's been quite a journey to get to this language-of-the-street stage. She has got a few street signs in her studio — a small and tidy room at the front of her Macleod home — but there is a poetry to her jewellery that is quite removed from the signs.

Working in laminate, Hughes pieces her brooches and necklaces together like parquetry flooring. She saws, files and polishes the edges as if she were working in a precious metal, and achieves an eye-catching three-dimensional quality, no matter that the pieces — largely in red, black and white — are essentially flat.

Quiet and homely though Hughes's studio feels, and modest as she is, she has acquired quite a following. Her jewellery has been collected by the Art Gallery of South Australia, the Powerhouse Museum and France's Museum of Decorative Arts. A New York gallery has been selling her work for five years. A couple of years ago she tentatively approached the avant-garde Galerie Ra in Amsterdam. The director Paul Derrez not only immediately agreed to represent her but acquired one of her necklaces for his personal collection.

Hughes had a serious car accident 18 months ago, with a resulting back injury forcing her to slow down in the studio. But she is still relishing transferring the signs and language of the street on to the body.

"I am trying to make a statement with an economy of material and motifs," she says. "If I go into a cafe wearing one of my brooches I get the attention that the signage does on the street. You have to be quite a confident wearer."

Linda Hughes's Metonymy — Look Both Ways runs until June 12 at Craft Victoria, 31 Flinders Lane, city.
Press Release

Shared Zone.
Recent work by Linda Hughes

Shared Zone, is both the culmination of Hughes master's research and her first solo exhibition.

Hughes utilises the familiar urban language of invisible everyday objects such as road signs, posts and hazard markings. Juxtaposing these symbols on the body she uses them to define space and create landscape.

Her work invites the wearer to become a part of the "theater of the wearable" that arises when the brooches, neckpieces and bangles are placed so as to interact and create their roles - transforming the body into a stage.

Deftly crafted from laminates, Hughes innovatively liberates this mundane material from its domestic function. A parquetry style technique, allows her to create a feeling of movement utilising "Trompe-l'œil" effects.

Hughes has been recognised as a gifted contemporary maker having been awarded the prestigious Fresh Award, Toowoomba Contemporary Wearables, and as a finalist in Object New design Awards. Hughes has exhibited in multiple exhibitions within Australia and internationally and is included in significant private and public collections.
For Immediate Release
New Exhibition: *Metonymy - Look Both Ways*
Exhibition runs from 11 Sept - 17 Oct 2010

**Stop! Caution!** Melbourne based contemporary jeweller Linda Hughes presents new attention grabbing pieces in *Metonymy - look both ways.*

Inspired by the visual noise of street and cityscapes, these distinctive wearables manipulate “the stripe” through shape, colour and texture to shift its iconography into another more fictive and localised zone.

Historically favoured as a metonym for danger, barrier and exclusion, the stripe in street signage is designed to stop traffic. Amongst the sheer banality of the everyday drive these beacons dramatically punctuate the landscape.

In designing these jewellery pieces, Hughes attempts to create a reaction between the maker, the wearer and the viewer which reflects the complex theatre of public space.

These attention grabbing ciphers, incorporate the Chinese design principal of ‘hide and reveal’, in which Hughes obscures and entices the viewer by revealing elements of surprise into her jewellery.

For information and images contact Margaret Hancock Curator / Exhibitions Manager
T: (08) 8410 0727 A: 19 Morphett St Adelaide SA 5000
E: margaret.hancock@jamfactory.com.au  www.jamfactory.com.au

L-R: White + Red & White Stripe Brooch, 2009 left to right: Wing Brooch, Red & White Series, 2009

Linda Hughes gratefully acknowledges the assistance by RMIT Union Arts.
This program is no longer available. Visit abc.net.au/arts/

This Week

1: Graffiti Ban

Some call it art, others call it vandalism. Whatever your view, graffiti raises many important questions about art and aesthetics, treasuries, ownership of private property and the public sphere.

It's a little ironic that Melbourne, one of the international centres of graffiti art, is also one of the most highly regulated places for graffiti anywhere in the world. Melbourne's myriad back alleys have seen graffiti and stencil art explode over the last decade. But for how much longer? It's always been a divisive issue and this week on Sunday Arts Fenella Konebone takes a look at a new bill that plans to take a 'zero tolerance' attitude to graffiti.

It's an ongoing debate and we want to know what you think. Go to the Sunday Arts Message Board and give us your opinion on this contentious issue and if there's some graffiti or stencil art that you love, why not upload it to our Public Art Gallery.

Reporter/Producer: Fenella Konebone
Researcher: Sarah Maddox

2: Linda Hughes

Artist Linda Hughes began her career as a sculptor, then turned her hand to these smaller sculptural forms known as jewellery.

Far from making expensive adornments from precious stones and metals, her inspiration is drawn from more everyday objects such as road signs and traffic hazards.

Producer: Gerri Williams

3: Sidney Nolan

To tell the story of Sidney Nolan in a single exhibition is, as Now South Wales Gallery Director Edmund Capon says, "a really ambitious project."
Encounter:
1st to 8th August

linda hughes

laminate and steel
dimensions: variable
suburban iconography
binary construct

The topiary series investigates ideas of
beauty, control and management of nature; it
arises from my interest in suburban
iconography.

Clipped, manipulated and subjugated flora
projects a sense of order.

Everyday 'suburban' motifs become surreal
when transposed to a jewellery context and
finally reveal their own voice. As each piece
acquires scruffs and scratches the 'ordinary'
gamers a history and identity.

I take subtly differing members of a series, lay
them out and play with the juxtapositions. Each
grouping produces its own interplay of the
individual characters.

Linda Hughes, 2005
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Black & White series #3
halssieraad 2008, laminaat, acrylaat, zilver
necklace 2008, laminate, acrylic, silver
∅ 400 mm
When artist Linda Hughes changed her focus from sculpture to jewellery making, a world of possibilities opened up. Her childhood interest in stage sets and theatre props combined with street art has led to a passion for cautionary road signs. Linda sees the signs as props in a traveller’s drama. She believes the life of signs and their posts is inscribed in the visible wear and tear, and suggests a story for Linda to reinterpret into contemporary jewellery.

“The colours and patterns of road signage are rich and compelling; the codes of ‘Turn, Look, Stop, Go Back!’ punctuate our travel,” she says. Linda creates head-turning necklaces and brooches of red and white taking the theatre of the street and turning it into art jewellery. Warning signs and safety barriers are distilled until only their essential character and drama remain.

Linda uses laminex and acrylic in primary colours to evoke familiar icons of traffic directives. Intricate hand-cut shapes are joined together in a marquetry style, creating a three-dimensional effect which plays tricks on the eye.

"Linda creates head-turning necklaces and brooches taking the theatre of the street and turning it into art jewellery."

The French philosopher Michel Pastoureau introduced the notion of the bad stripe and the good stripe. Linda says, “Beware of stripes – they can warn of danger! In a jewellery context, they can be both creative and dramatic fun, as the wearer provides a new landscape for this ongoing fiction.”

**STOCKISTS**

Studio Ingot Shop 2
234 Brunswick St, Fitzroy
*t: 9415 6000*
Linda Hughes
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Int. Graduate Show, Galerie Marzee (2009)
Metalsmith ‘Exhibition in Print’ (2005)

Represented by:
Charon Krausen Arts, New York, USA
Studio Ingot, Melbourne, Australia

Necklace: Laminar, acrylic, 925 silver and steel
Dimensions: Ø 330mm
Signage is universal; instructing us on how to act without a whisper of sentiment.

In an urban environment, the visual noise of signs often erupts garishly against a gentle backdrop of soft grasses.

My aim is to draw the essential impact, vibrancy and quiet comedy of signage into a jewellery context.

Brooches (right)
B1, B2, B3, B4
Black & White Series
70mm dia

Box Brooch (left)
Red & White Series
12mm x 20mm

Photography: Michael Fletchar
South Australia

JamFactory Gallery, Adelaide
10 September - 17 October 2010

Metonymy - look both ways. Linda Hughes uses "the stripe" beloved of traffic signs in her jewellery.

Linda Hughes IGL, Red & White Series 2009, laminate, acrylic, steel, 110 x 190 x 15 mm. Photo: Argonaut Design.
Gallery 2  Metonymy
– look both ways

Linda Hughes – new jewellery

Through the visual noise of street and cityscapes, our gaze is often captured and directed by the urban motif and iconography of street signs. Attention-grabbing ciphers, that warn or target our vision by the distinctive feature of line or stripe, punctuate the landscape. Historically favoured as a metonym for danger, barrier and exclusion, the stripe is manipulated by Hughes in her jewellery through shape, colour and texture to shift its iconography into another more fictive and localised zone.
LINDA HUGHES
Victoria

Originally from England, Linda Hughes views the Australian landscape with the fresh eye of the migrant. She particularly notices objects that are at odds with their surroundings, such as how the patterning of the rural landscape might be disrupted by the graphic motif of a street sign, or how gardens mingle native scrub with softer European flora. Her jewellery explores this incongruity and relocates it onto the body: ‘I try to capture the essence of a post or something, and by putting it on the body it looks out of place in the same way that it looks out of place in the landscape,’ she says. Using brightly coloured laminate swatches, Hughes toys with the aesthetic possibilities of this unusual jewellery material, which she might scuff to reveal its layering, or make a feature of text on the swatch to create a contrasting visual effect. Having graduated from RMIT last year, her work was selected for Craft Victoria’s Fresh exhibition, where the National Gallery of Australia’s Robert Bell awarded it the grand prize. Hughes is also a finalist in new design 2006, currently on show at Object Gallery.
Charon Kransen Arts
PALMBEACH3 January 11 – 15 2007

Linda Hughes, necklace 2006, laminate, acrylic, silver, steel

Specializing in international contemporary jewelry

Charon Kransen Arts (by appointment only)
456 West 25th Street  New York NY 10001  USA
P:212-627-5073  F:212-633-9026  Email:charon@charonkransenarts.com
www.charonkransenarts.com
Linda Hughes

Stop the traffic! That’s what you’ll be doing wearing one of Linda Hughes’ street-inspired pieces. This artist’s work is all about ‘recontextualising the cautionary sign’, taking familiar (now almost invisible) images from road signage and reconfiguring the symbols and codes into striking wearable art. Linda is a sculptor and scholar, currently undertaking a Master of Arts at RMIT, and has been exhibiting widely across Australia and overseas. As you’d expect, her work comes in acrylic; geometric reds, yellows, blues, whites and blacks – if you’re one of life’s bold travellers you’ll love it.

iam.linda.hughes@gmail.com

Project: Box brooch in laminate, acrylic and .925 silver | Photo: Argonaut design
**Mon Oct 22** The Age - 2007

**PERFORMANCE** The Teapot Ensemble of Australia draws you into a unique musical world where, together with special guests, they unleash the sounds of the humble teapot — a brew that includes baroque, classical, modern and original compositions.
7pm. The Famous Spiegeltent, Arts Centre Forecourt, St Kilda Rd. $30/$22.50. Tel: 136 100

**CRAFT** Shared Zone is the culmination of Linda Hughes’ master’s research and her first solo exhibition. She deftly crafts laminates into jewellery and wearable objects using the familiar language of road signs, posts and hazard markings.

**Tue Oct 23**

**THEATRE** Brenda Blethyn performs Miss Rozzard Finds Her Feet and Sigrid Thornton tackles Her Big Chance, two of the poignant and amusing pieces from Alan Bennett’s Talking Heads monologues series.

**ART** Contamination is a mixed-media exhibition presented by Gasworks’ 14 professional resident artists, including Lisa Roet and Mathew Harding, and featuring installation, sculpture, ceramics, painting and illustration. Until 1957 the site was part of Melbourne’s working gas plant and, although safe for its current use, beneath the surface contamination remains.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: EXHIBITIONS
Wednesday 3 February 2010

Linda Hughes: *Metonymy – Look Both Ways*
Opening Thursday 29 April. Showing until 12 June
Craft Victoria, 31 Flinders Lane Melbourne


In her new body of work, contemporary jeweller Linda Hughes explores the 'stripe', historically favoured as a metonym for danger, exclusion and as a device to attract attention.

Hazard signage, ubiquitous in the urban landscape, changes when placed on the body as jewellery. In this exhibition, Hughes applies the visual language of the stripe to the sculptural form of the wearable. Displayed against as a series of graphic backdrops, the work explores the tension between body and environment, critiquing the complex theatre of public space.

Linda Hughes began her career as a sculptor before moving into jewellery – wearable, smaller sculptural forms. In 2005 Hughes won the Craft Victoria Fresh! Graduate Award and now returns to Craft Victoria with *Metonymy – Look Both Ways*, her third solo exhibition. Hughes has exhibited in multiple exhibitions within Australia and internationally and is included in significant private and public collections. She holds a Bachelor of Arts at RMIT and is currently undertaking a Master of Arts also at RMIT.

*Metonymy – Look Both Ways* will be opened by Professor Robert Baines (PhD), Deputy Head of Research and Innovation at RMIT.

Further information: Print-ready images and curator interviews available on request.
Contact: Amy Brand  e: media@craftvic.asn.au  t: +61 3 9650 7775  w: www.craftvic.asn.au

**KEY DETAILS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linda Hughes: Look Both Ways</th>
<th>Craft Victoria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Showing</strong> 30 April - 12 June</td>
<td><strong>31 Flinders Lane, Melbourne, Victoria, 3000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opening</strong> Thursday 29 April 5-8pm</td>
<td><strong>Hours: Monday - Saturday 10am-5pm</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This exhibition has been kindly supported by:
Cautionary street signage is designed to scream its presence; it is rich and compelling in the landscape yet with familiarity can remain invisible amid the sheer everydayness of the streetscape. Lifting familiar motifs into a jewellery context re-examines the subject, shifting the iconography into fiction and may only tenuously be connected to the original. The abstracted jewellery form carries symbolism and colour codes from the street. The intention is to elevate the commonplace which may lead to a compelling presence as jewellery. Placed on the body the work does not assume adornment, but invites attention and reflection on the continual commentary that directs the traveller. Bold, stop the traffic, wearable pieces reflect the complex theatre of public space.
RMIT School of Art Gallery
Building 2 Bowen Street RMIT University Melbourne

it's got legs
RMIT University
School of Art
Gold and Silversmithing Postgraduate and Alumni Award
Exhibition 2006
Thursday 3 – Friday 18 August 2006
Opening hours Monday – Friday 12.00 – 5.00 pm
Opening and Awards Presentation
Wednesday 2 August 2006 5.00 – 7.00 pm
it's got legs

RMIT University
School of Art
Gold and Silversmithing Postgraduate and Alumni Award
Exhibition 2007
Monday 9 July – Friday 13 July

Opening and Awards Presentation
Wednesday 11 July 2007 5.00 – 7.00 pm

Co-ordinator of Gold and Silversmithing
Associate Professor Robert Baines
www.rmit.edu.au/art/goldandsilversmithing
it’s got legs

RMIT University
School of Art
Gold and Silversmithing Postgraduate and Alumni Award
Exhibition 2008
Monday 4 August – Friday 15 August

Opening and Awards Presentation
Tuesday 5 August 2008 5.00 – 7.00pm

Co-ordinator of Gold and Silversmithing
Professor Robert Baines
www.rmit.edu.au/art/goldandsilversmithing
it’s got legs

RMIT University
School of Art
Gold and Silversmithing Postgraduate and Alumni Award
Exhibition 2009

Opening and Awards Presentation
Wednesday 9 September 2009 5.00 – 7.00pm

Exhibition open: Tuesday 8 September – Friday 18 September

Co-ordinator of Postgraduate Gold and Silversmithing
Professor Robert Baines
www.rmit.edu.au/art/